The world’s best network evidence

HOW DO YOU

KNOW?

Are adversaries hiding in your encrypted trafﬁc?
How did that attack start a year ago?
Do you have the evidence to validate your alerts?

HOW DO YOU

KNOW?

EVIDENCE FOR SECURITY’S TOUGHEST QUESTIONS
Defenders at critical government, ﬁnancial, and infrastructure organizations capture everything on their networks in extraordinary detail.
This evidence is highly structured, interlinked, and spans years so they can understand their networks and spot anomalies—not just speciﬁc attacks.
Corelight gives you the exact same network evidence, except it’s simple enough for anyone to use, and it’s deeply integrated with detections.

CORELIGHT GIVES YOUR TEAM THE ANSWERS
The world’s best network evidence and insights are comprehensive and security-speciﬁc.

Pivot-ready

Lightweight

Plug + play

Interlinked alerts for 20x
faster incident response

Evidence that’s 1/100th trafﬁc
volume for years of insight

Instantly unlocks advanced
features in SIEMs & UEBAs

{ [-]
_path: http
_system_name: sensor_10_10_101_42
_write_ts: 2021-04-29T21:46:24:379242Z
client_headers: [ [+]
]
host: 104.168.98.206
id.orig_h: 10.9.18.101
id.orig_p: 50861
id.resp_h: 104.168.98.206
id.resp_p: 80
method: GET
request_body_lem: 0
resp_filenames: [ [+]
]
resp_fluids: [ [+]
]
resp_mime_types: [ [-]
application/x-dosexec
]
response_body_len: 557056
status_code: 200
status_msg: OK
tags: [ [+]
]
trans_depth: 1
ts: 2021-04-29T21:46:24:379242Z
uid: C0FxK81TqiDkw4DmDa
uri: /samerton.png
user_agent: WinHTTP loader/1.0
version: 1.1
}

{ [-]
_path: suricata_corelight
_system_name: sensor_10_10_101_42
_write_ts: 2021-04-29T21:46:24:330289Z
alert.action: allowed
alert.category: A Network Trojan was detected
alert.gid: 1
alert.metadata: [ [+]
]
alert.rev: 2
alert.severity: 1
alert.signature: ETPRO TROJAN Trickbot Requesting network D11 Module
alert.signature_id: 2834883
community_id: 1:aXQEpX7s/MtEVog4+6qCKQvL/FA=
flow_id: 267568563668372
id.orig_h: 10.9.18.101
id.orig_p: 50861
id.resp_h: 104.168.98.206
id.resp_p: 80
metadata: [ [+]
]
pcap_cnt: 0
service: http
suri_id: SJArgI6kM15
ts: 2021-04-29T21:46:24:398974Z
tx_id: 0
tx_id
uid: C0FxK81TqiDkw4DmDa
}

THE OPEN NDR PLATFORM
Corelight’s Open Network Detection and Response platform delivers integrated alerts and evidence—logs, ﬁles, and PCAP.
Because it’s built on open, universal standards, the platform makes integration easier with the data and technology you already use.
There are no black boxes here—if you want to see how a detection works, you’re welcome to examine the code.

Suricata | Fast, custom

Zeek® | The global standard

Smart PCAP | Super efﬁcient,

alerts tied to evidence

for network evidence

highly-ﬂexible packet capture

Suricata generates alerts that
we embed directly into Zeek
logs, putting every detection into
context to save time, cut alert
backlogs, and improve analytics.

The Zeek open source network
security monitor generates
lightweight metadata and
detections to enable threat hunting
and speed incident response.

Smart PCAP links logs, extracted
ﬁles, and insights with just the
packets you need, to reduce
storage costs while expanding
retention times by a factor of 10.

LONG-TERM BREACHES

HOW DO YOU UNCOVER ATTACKS THAT STARTED MONTHS AGO?
When a vulnerability like PrintNightmare (CVE-2021-34527) drops, your ﬁrst step after patching it is to analyze last week’s trafﬁc for IOCs. If your only data is
what’s captured via traditional methods, you’ll ﬁnd nothing and move on. With Corelight’s lightweight yet comprehensive evidence, you can go back months
or even years to ﬁnd traces of exploitation—and the data that was exﬁltrated afterwards—that none of your other systems saw. That same evidence can be
stored and used to train your analytics, AI/ML, and other tools to ﬁnd the next attack.
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HOW DO YOU PROVE THE BREACH IS OVER, QUICKLY?
You’re the CISO at a major retailer when a breach of credit card data lands your company in the news. Fortunately, you’re using Corelight,
so when consultants ﬂy in, they hit the ground running and ﬁnd the problem rapidly (hint: it’s your POS machines). When it’s the lawyers’ turn,
Corelight offers them a comprehensive view of a breach’s scale and evidence that stands up in court, saving your reputation and your valuation.

DATA TRANSFER: POINT OF SALE MACHINE

Time

TRANSFER TO: http://aerialistcatech.at/gate.php?uid=4e2b1e85-27c1-4f77&int=10.10.199.199&type=StorisPOS&act=backup

Data
NORMAL DATA TRANSFER PATTERN
DATA EXFILTRATION PATTERN

{ [-]
_path: conn
_system_name: sensor_10_10_101_42
_write_ts: 2021-07-23T10:15:42.021741Z
conn_state: SF
duration: 120.96038699150085
history: ShADadFf
id.orig_h: 10.10.199.199
id.orig_p: 53256
id.resp_h: 31.132.96.54
id.resp_p: 80
missed_bytes: 0
orig_bytes: 9148502
orig_pkts: 1324
proto: tcp
resp_bytes: 4600
resp_cc: US
resp_pkts: 110
service: http
ts: 2021-07-23T10:13:34.500973Z
uid: CB03cD2j71d9WjCQJf
}

ALERT FATIGUE

HOW DO YOU KNOW IF IT’S AN ALERT OR THE ALERT?
An alert surfaces when someone sends POST data to a GIF ﬁle. Tier 1 analysts must quickly determine whether the request was command and control,
exﬁltration, or something benign, but existing data sources often leave out crucial details that make these alerts impossible to resolve. Suricata alerts
linked with Zeek network evidence give analysts direct access to the data they need across 50+ protocols. Plus, Corelight’s powerful SOAR playbooks
automate data-gathering to save time and eliminate alerts before analysts even see them.

x509.log
certificate.key_alg: id-ecPublicKey

conn.log
id.orig_h: 8981402
uid: CNrYCz3BHhhdZR9od5

files.log

2021-01-06T17:22:31.885814Z

md5: dad3b507b3519774672e6221a254f560
uid: CJ2hi32Qg8qvd2ngXh

http.log
id.resp_h: 188.124.5.107

conn.log
id.orig_h: 8981402
uid: CJ2hi32Qg8qvd2ngXh
2021-01-06T17:08:46.885814Z
>

1

4/29/21
9:15:22.144 PM

{ [-]
_path: suricata_corelight
_system_name: sensor_10_10_101_42
_write_ts: 2021-04-29T21:46:36:761707Z
alert.action: allowed
alert.category: A Network Trojan was detected
alert.gid: 1
alert.metadata: [ [+]
]
alert.rev: 15
alert.severity: 1
alert.signature: ET POLICY Data POST to an image file (gif)
alert.signature_id: 2010066
community_id: 1:J1dUIT9th7/ByBJUm+pmgHR0LnA
flow_id: 1144141324636825
id.orig_h: 10.4.5.101
id.orig_p: 49192
id.resp_h: 188.165.62.40
id.resp_p: 80
metadata: [ [-]
]
pcap_cnt: 0
service: http
suri_id: Ss1UDOvD95D
ts: 2021-04-29T21:46:36:761707Z
tx_id: 2
uid: C59KLd4EvrEN3kOEV2
}

ET Pro rulesets are now available directly from Corelight.

uid: CJ2hi32Qg8qvd2ngXh
2021-01-06T17:08:48.885814Z

2021-01-06T17:08:51.885814Z

uid: CNrYCz3BHhhdZR9od5
2021-01-06T17:22:33.885814Z

ENCRYPTED TRAFFIC

HOW DO YOU FIND ADVERSARIES YOU CAN’T SEE?
Identifying attackers on your network is tough, and encryption only makes it harder. Without break and inspect, you’ll only get the source, destination,
and protocols. Corelight renders decryption unnecessary with insight that doesn’t rely on direct observation of what’s in the trafﬁc—whether keystrokes
are human or not, if a login was pasted or typed—and more. That means you can stop attackers before they exﬁltrate data or install ransomware
without compute-intensive practices that compromise privacy.

Pattern matching without decryption
Even encrypted packets offer vital clues about
underlying applications. In these SSH connections,
there are clear patterns in the packet size and
timing such as long-lasting spikes that indicate
ﬁle transfers. Corelight analyzes these patterns
to extract valuable insight.

ZERO TRUST

HOW DO YOU TELL WHAT’S WRONG AND WHAT’S RIGHT?
Sam from accounting signs in from the London ofﬁce—normally they only login from Atlanta—and then starts accessing sensitive servers. Corelight evidence
reveals how your network typically behaves, so you notice something’s off. When you investigate, you ﬁnd proof that the real Sam from accounting just
signed in an hour ago from Georgia, like always. Plot foiled. Corelight gives context, not just alerts, so you know what’s normal and what’s not so you
can enforce Zero Trust.

{ [-]
path: kerberos
ts: 2021-04-29T22:21:39.733955Z
auth_ticket: 2c2d799cac4530225ec415bc32f7d8ec
client: Administrator/ACMECORP.COM
enrichment_orig.city_location: Atlanta, GA
id.orig_h: 192.168.1.153
id.resp_h: 192.168.1.2
request_type: TGS
service: krbtgt/ACMECORP.COM
success: true
path: kerberos
ts: 2021-04-29T23:51:44.733955Z
auth_ticket: 2c2d799cac4530225ec415bc32f7d8ec
client: Administrator/ACMECORP.COM
enrichment_orig.city_location: London, UK
id.orig_h: 8.129.54.73
id.resp_h: 192.168.1.2
request_type: TGS
service: krbtgt/ACMECORP.COM
success: true

WORKS WITH YOUR TEAM AND TECHNOLOGY
Corelight’s evidence helps you reduce MTTR with the tools you already have because it’s built on the open source global standard for
network monitoring—so almost every major platform and tool can ingest it. And you won’t have to redesign processes or retrain analysts,
because our evidence is available in your existing workﬂows, saving precious time on each task.

CORELIGHT PRODUCTS
Model

IU size

Monitoring interface

Throughput

AP 5000

Full-depth

2 QSFP28 modules. Support for optical modules at 8 x 10G, 2 x 40G or 2 x 100G

100 Gbps

AP 3000

Full-depth

Up to 8 SFP/SFP+ or 2 QSFP interfaces.
Support for copper and optical modules at 1G and 10G or 40G

25 Gbps

AP 1001

Full-depth

4 SFP interfaces. Support for copper and optical modules at 100M and 1G

10 Gbps

AP 200

Half-depth 4 SFP interfaces. Support for copper and optical modules at 100M and 1G

APPLIANCE SENSORS

VIRTUAL SENSORS

SOFTWARE SENSOR

2 Gbps

vCPUs

RAM (Gb)

Disk (Gb)

System requirements

Nominal capacity

VMware

4–64

16–256

500–4000

ESXi 6.5 or above

500 Mbps–8 Gbps

Hyper-V

4–64

16–256

500–4000

Windows Server 2016

500 Mbps–8 Gbps

CPUs

RAM (Gb)

Disk (Gb)

System requirements

Nominal capacity

2–64

8–256

100–4000

Any 64-bit Linux distribution

250 Mbps–8 Gbps

CORELIGHT PRODUCTS

CLOUD SENSORS

Instance

System requirements

Nominal capacity

AWS

M4 or M5 type AWS EC2

Amazon VPC trafﬁc mirroring enabled OR mirroring
via 3rd party packet-forwarding agents

500 Mbps–8 Gbps

MS AZURE

Azure Ds v3 series (D8s minimum Trafﬁc mirroring via 3rd party packet-forwarding agents

GOOGLE CLOUD GCP-E2 or N1 machine type

Google Cloud Packet Mirroring enabled OR mirroring
via 3rd party packet-forwarding agents

• Manage hundreds of sensors with Fleet Manager
• See overall ﬂeet health in one pane of glass;
drill into individual sensor metrics with one click

FLEET MANAGER

500 Mbps–8 Gbps

500 Mbps–8 Gbps

• Create and deploy custom sensor
policy templates
• Demonstrate compliance using audit logs

• Deﬁne custom sensor groups, assign individual
user roles and access levels

• Cut your PCAP costs by up to 50%

• Expand retention by 10x while reducing costs

• Fine tune rules to capture just the
packets you need

• Access packets directly in your SIEM for
faster investigations

CORELIGHT COLLECTIONS
Turnkey packages that deliver proprietary detections plus curated insights from the Zeek community.

C2 COLLECTION

50+ detections and insights into known command and control activity
as well as MITRE ATT&CK® C2 techniques to ﬁnd novel attacks.
• Find Cobalt Strike and known malware families that run C2 over HTTP
• Detect DNS tunneling and other techniques like domain generation algorithms

Dozens of unique insights into SSL, SSH, and RDP connections along with top
encrypted insights from the Zeek community like JA3—all without decryption.
ENCRYPTED TRAFFIC
COLLECTION

• Track SSL ﬁngerprints, soon-to-expire certiﬁcates, and more
• Track user behavior over SSH and RDP with insights that can see if it's a
human or a script behind those packets

Preloaded Corelight packages that help sensors scale in high-throughput environments.
CORE COLLECTION

• Detect lateral movement mapped to MITRE ATT&CK
• Find cryptomining trafﬁc over TCP or HTTP

Initial access happened eleven months, six days, and three hours before discovery.
That mountain of alerts turned out to be nothing more than a misconﬁguration.
Last month’s breach started with a spearphishing attack in the CFO’s email.

Corelight is

HOW YOU KNOW.

Save up to 50% vs. the cost of full PCAP
TODAY

WEEKS AGO

A YEAR AGO

MONTHS AGO

Full PCAP

Corelight logs
A smarter way to get 100% visibility. Capture just the packets you need and expand retention by 10x while simplifying investigations.

CORELIGHT IS HOW YOU KNOW

info@corelight.com | 888-547-9497
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